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  A  few  lines  or  passages  here  or  there  are  adapted  from  my essay, 
“Cable Watching: HBO, The Sopranos and Discourses of Distinction,” 


























tion of  this  scholarly project  to  the beginning of our new family  life 
together.
at the end of a story, you’ll find it’s all been told. 
—Earl Grant, “The End,” 1958
Prologue
THE non-SEnSE oF an EnDInG
In  the  days  immediately  following  June  10,  2007,  the  date  on  which 
the last episode of HBO’s hit show The Sopranos was aired, the word 
“Sopranos” itself was the most frequent search term on Internet search 
engines.1 And  in  the first  few minutes after  the episode finished,  the 
HBO Web site crashed and remained down for several hours due to the 
volume of people trying to log into it.








































































































































































































  One of  the aesthetic  traditions  that Sopranos creator David Chase 




in  ambiguities  of  plot  and  person  alike.  Like  the  foreign  art  movies, 
The Sopranos worked with a seemingly popular form of media—in this 



































































































that  itself had  something  jokey about  it merited  jokey  response. For 















That  is, beyond its specific stories, The Sopranos  serves as a cultural 
shorthand for economic perfidy and corruption. Take, for instance, “The 
Rise of the Digital Thugs,” a front-page article from the Sunday business 




























just  for  industry venality and for unethical behavior  in the corporate 
realm but for a corruption that is so endemic a part of American life that 
it is now logically and inevitably a part of governmental politics as well. 












































































































The Sopranos on Screen
We will have these moments to remember
—The Four Lads, 1955












































with  the killing of Phil earlier  in  that episode,  says something about 
viewers’ investment in hoped-for closure.
  But  neither  should  the  role  of  narrative  in  the  pleasures  of  The 





















































he has always done—only  to  suggest  that no path  toward resolution 
Tony Soprano buys orange juice.




















































































































































































































































































ture of  the series.  In  its  largest moments as well as  its smallest, The 
Sopranos adheres to no simple  logic or  look  in the chronicling of  its 
curious fictions.

























































rative  device:  the  therapy  sessions  enable Tony  to  have  moments  of 
clarity and provide him with guidance (not all of which he interprets 





































































































  Similarly,  the  famous  “Pine  Barrens”  episode  is  a  veritable  “meat 
locker”  narrative  in  which  two  characters  (Paulie  and  Christopher) 






























































some  aspect  of  their  lives  and,  with  a  new  set  of  personality  traits, 














their  place within  the  Soprano work  world  and  domestic world,  but 
there  always  can  be  new  ways  for  them  to  interrelate.  For example, 
might Silvio be  itching  to become a Don and not  just a consigliere? 






























































































































  True, within the story world of  The Sopranos,  there might be mo-
ments  that mock  the  soap opera,  in keeping with  that genre’s wide-
spread reputation as a low, kitsch form: for example, when Uncle Junior 
is put under house arrest  in  the second season and has  to find ways 
to occupy himself, it is considered one mark of how this once-violent 
Mafia bigwig has  fallen when he becomes glued  to his  television  set 
and, in particular, shows himself to be obsessed by daytime soap operas. 




































bines  strength  with  sensitivity,  machismo  with  caring  and  softness, 
men invest in cultural forms that allow a play of emotions, the power 
of  confession,  and  a  getting  in  touch  with  feelings. Thus,  the  run  of 

























3 Food for Thought





























































































































The Sopranos Family Cookbook.




































the  refrigerator of  his  recently deceased  mother,  Livia, Tony  flashed 















  As  I  say,  this  is  just  a passing moment pulled  from the many epi-
sodes that make up the experience of The Sopranos. It’s even a relatively 














show’s narratives,  it  is  in keeping with motifs that float through  The 









































acting  (a  debt  referred  to  explicitly  in  an  episode  in  season  2  when 
Christopher  takes an acting class  and performs  the final  scene  from 





















never heard of Proust,  still  guesses correctly at his  sexuality: Marcel 



















  Again,  this  scene  is  a  minor  one.  But  The Sopranos  is  adept  at 















































































































































and  its concern  for  relatively  self-contained offerings  that  tell  full,  if 
miniature, stories in their own right, only to start the process all again 

































































































  Perhaps,  if  we want  to  play  the  game  of  comparing  The Sopranos 































local  level of  individual  shots, any number of characters—important 
and not so  important—can suddenly be provided with strong repre-












































































tempt  to find sure  footing, perhaps  this has  something  to do with a 
time (our historical present) in which it is easy to feel cynical about the 
idea or  ideal of a higher authority that would  legitimate our actions, 











































































with  caricature,  and  that  is  appropriate,  since  one  of  the  themes  of 
belatedness  is  that one comes onto the scene of history too  late and 
in ways that threaten to make one’s actions appear caricatures of the 
accomplishments of the past.  The Sopranos offers ersatz figures who 
increasingly all  appear  simultaneously as  jokes  or  like  mere  spectral 




































































































































The postmodernist punch line.
The modernist mystery of waves.
The Late Style of The Sopranos 1
munication and his rebellious bridling at presenting his art in an easy 























6 Gaming The Sopranos
The Sopranos traffics in big issues, but it also toys with the spectator 


























































































But  it would seem that the comparison appeals,  too,  insofar as these 
writers succeeded, in more purely formal or structural terms, in con-













































































































Obviously,  because  of  its  setting  in  a  gangster  world  and  its  debt  to 
the gangster genre, The Sopranos might have inherited some possible 
options for resolution. But as I noted  in the prologue,  the very pres-





































































































as originally planned  for  the scripted show.  In  the  two most  famous 







stand-alone  episode  (Johnny  Sack  almost  takes  out  a  hit  on  Ralphie 













































































a. J. (Robert Iler) in his first scene in the very first season.
a. J. (Robert Iler) in his last scene in the very last season.
84 The Sopranos on Screen
uncertain fictional world cautions us not to assume that playful chal-
lenge  to  one’s  dearest  values  by a  cultural  product  (in  this  case,  the 









































































































  It’s perhaps  revealing  that Chase  talks here of  the  senses and not, 
say, of  intellect. To the extent that Chase finds a useable tradition  in 
television, it tends to involve works with visual flair and quite palpable 
stylistic flourish. For example, he  frequently  lauds Twin Peaks  for  its 
striking  look. But he also gives great  importance to Miami Vice, and 
this might at first seem surprising. After all, Miami Vice, famously or 
infamously cited as a key moment in the postmodern triumph of seduc-





























































psychodramatic  duet  and  duel,  the  show  works  within  a  framework 



















The first two shots of the show.
Getting High with The Sopranos 91
for the 23-minute dream sequence in season 5 was Buñuel’s The Discreet 
Charm of the Bourgeoisie; nicely,  a  repair  shop  in  season  1  is named 
Bunuel Brothers Auto Repair).
  Given the frequent violence of its stories and the sometimes garish-
ness of the  lifestyles  it depicts (for example,  the kitsch ornateness of 
































CGI-dominated films—say, Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow, Sin 















especially in the area of acting and writing (for example, You Can Count 







increasingly  to  involve greater expense  for what seems the worst as-























through  an  ever-expanding  visual  complication  of  the  image.  Tele-
















only  a  very  few  episodes—most  notably,  “Commendatori,”  in  which 
















Sopranos  is about a provincial way of  life, and  it adopts an un-“tele-
































































































The modernist mystery of the desert.
8 Qualifying “Quality TV”
Not all claims about “quality TV” have to do with a denial of the medium 
of  television per  se. Thus, one  tradition which  is  frequently adduced 
when one wants to attribute high achievements of quality to a television 
show is that of the high British television drama of manners along the 








  Peggy Noonan’s Wall Street Journal postmortem for The Sopranos is 
typical: “There have been shows on television that have been, simply, 
sublime.  In  drama  there  was  ‘I,  Claudius,’  a  masterpiece  of  mood 
and menace .  .  . And PBS’s  ‘Upstairs, Downstairs.’ A few others.  ‘The 
Sopranos’ is their equal, but also their superior.”2




urban)  world  written  by  such  legends  as  Paddy  Chayefsky,  Reginald 
Rose, or Rod Serling. Revealingly perhaps,  in the very  last episode of 



























  But  even  as  the  narratives  of  television’s  golden  age  no  doubt  en-


























































































Thing of Ours: Investigating The Sopranos has an appendix on “Inter-
textual Moments and Allusions in The Sopranos” that runs for nearly 
twenty pages, and which is updated to newer seasons in a sequel vol-
























  Interestingly,  there  is  one  limit  to  the  immersion  of  the  Sopranos 































































showing  up  on  this  television  show about  late versions  of  American 
masculinity.





as  it updates  it  to a tougher world of macho men, evident economic 































  “Is Tony  Soprano Today’s Ward  Cleaver?”  asks  the  title  of  a  think 























Tony’s  worried  reaction  to  a  famous  scene  from  The Honeymooners 
where Ralph wins a chance to go on a television game show (and thereby 





  The  sitcom  background  enables  The Sopranos’  depiction  of  Mafia 
“Family” to be tinged with some of the meanings given to the domes-








































sitcoms like Leave It to Beaver, Father Knows Best, or The Donna Reed 
Show is often mirrored in the cheerful handsomeness of the characters 
and the homes they live in, more working-class-centered sitcoms like 












  Nouveau-riche Tony Soprano clearly may be  living a  life of  luxury 
beyond  Ralph  Kramden’s  wildest  dreams,  but  Tony  is  as  vulnerable 




















































































the  low comedy  that  infuses  it and whose histories  it participates  in 
112 The Sopranos on Screen


















































to cling  to privilege whenever  they can;  the concomitant position of 














































  Take,  for  example,  an  online  essay  on  the  sexual  politics  of  The 
Sopranos by Lisa Johnson, a professor of American studies and women’s 
studies.  According  to  her analysis,  The Sopranos  offers  an  “engaged 
and embattled representation of contemporary womanhood”—which 
seems a more than acceptable assertion, since it’s part of that discourse 
























































  To  take  another  vexed  issue  the  show  brushes  up  against,  what 

























  At  the  same  time,  other  Italian  Americans  lauded  The Sopranos: 






produce a scholarly anthology in defense of the show—A Sitdown with 






























last  episode  from  season  3,  “Army of  One,”  Meadow  passes  through 
a complicated dialectic of awareness and willed self-ignorance about 





















seller status for Barbara Ehrenreich’s Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Get-




it would seem certainly  the case  that The Sopranos’  representations 

















  Most scholarly  interpreters of  The Sopranos have been inclined to 
seek firm moral  lessons  in the show (and, no doubt,  there are some, 













































































































heighten  the  conventions  and  contradictions  of  a  modern  family”—
actual New Jersey Mafiosi were caught on wiretaps discussing the show 
and trying to figure out who its real points of reference were.8 For ex-
































is  itself “savvy”—wise  in a crafty  fashion. For me, the revelatory case 












  In this respect, within the culture of postmodernity,  The Sopranos 
is particularly noteworthy for the very ways it incorporates scenes that 
show the pretense of interpretation at work and that generally gently 
mock the activity.  Interpreters and the  interpretations  they come up 
with are frequent objects of derision in the series. Endlessly, the series 
stages  acts  of  interpretation  and  hints  at  the  fallibility of  the  enter-
prise.
  From  its  very  first  scene  in  its  very  first  season—in  which  Tony 
Soprano stares at the statue of a woman in Dr. Melfi’s waiting room as 
if he were trying to come to grips with the secret of femininity—The 
Sopranos flings  seeming symbols at  the viewer but  then disarms  the 
act of interpretation by making the symbols reveal nothing (in a later 
episode, Carmela is also in Melfi’s waiting room looking at the sculp-








interprets  a painting at  the Met  to her mother,  she  tells her  she got 
her talents as a reader of the visual from her Introduction to Semiotics 














amble  to  demarcate  them  from  wakeful  states  of  reality. Conversely, 
once the dream sequence became a convention of the series, the show 













watch  them passively,  as weird moments,  rather  than actively  trying 
to fix a meaning to them. In fact, it is not clear that interpreting these 




































  The ease with which  The Sopranos accustoms the spectator to the 



























ture  that  the  likely  typical  HBO spectator  grew up being  told  repre-
sented  great  achievements  in  film  art,  but  these  ersatz  film  viewers 
within the show don’t get it; they can’t see what all the fuss about the 
so-called classics  is all about. For example, Uncle  Junior attempts  to 










































































































































11 new Jersey Dreaming
“Everything  comes  to  an  end,”  Carmela  warned  Tony about  halfway 












  But  in  contrast  to  Carmela’s  generalized  anxiety about  the  future, 
Burdick quickly rebounds to a position of optimism: “Sometimes there 












  This bit of New York Times reportage is a relatively minor effort and 















  Like  the vision  in  the  New York Times  of  a  state  in  which  there  is 































































































a new Jersey aesthetic? Glimmering garbage.
18 The Sopranos on Screen
doubt  intended to describe an aspect of glorious glamour  in Venice, 
an Old Europe destination city  for visitors wanting  to  luxuriate  in a 
resplendent geography that would blend sublime nature and tasteful 
























































already-decrepit  inner-city squalor. For  instance, not merely will  the 





































































  In  this  respect,  Carmela’s  warning  that  everything  ends—which 
within the fictional universe of The Sopranos is about the vulnerabili-
ties she and her family face in the dangerous world they inhabit—is also 

























  Throughout,  it  is certain that business and culture will  intertwine. 
































































  Taking  the  bus  tour  certainly  is  one  means  to  participate  in  The 
Sopranos as a cultural phenomenon. And in fact,  it quickly becomes 


























on the Sopranos bus tour: my mother-in-law, Marie Sturken, in the parking 










































































lay—than the HBO tie-in book, The Tao of Bada Bing! Words of Wis-
150 The Sopranos in the Marketplace
dom from The  Sopranos:  after  a  minimal  two-page  introduction  in 
which the editors argue that the yin and yang of Taoism posits a uni- 
verse of flux in ways that parallel the play with moral opposites in The 
Sopranos, The Tao of Bada Bing! offers thirty short sections that begin 













the exploitation of exoticism:  if HBO,  its Sopranos  show, and the an-
cillary products marketed around that show all have to do with an up-




























































































































































Indeed,  the company  that  runs  the Sopranos  tour also advertises  in-
Manhattan tours of locales from other TV shows—for instance, there’s 
a Sex and the City tour—and it would appear that the appeal of the vari-
ous offerings is not just to the diehard fan but to the casual consumer 
who wants contact with any famous regional bit of popular culture. It 

















































































































































































































their  lineage  prepared  them  for  triumph  on  the  show  (for  example, 
Who’s Sorry Now: The True Story of a Stand-Up Guy, by Joe Pantoliano, 
who played Ralphie Cifaretto  in seasons 3 and 4) or  lifestyle how-to 
books (such as A Goombah’s Guide to Life, by Steve Schirripa [Bobby 
Bacala on the show]) and general meditations on  life’s problems and 
purposes (for example, Jamie-Lynn Sigler’s Wise Girl: What I’ve Learned 



















  Ironically,  Pastore  originally  criticized  the  merchandising  of  the 






















































































































  No doubt,  the montage has other  functions than  just to reveal  the 
spread of money’s influence, both positive and negative. For example, 











































for example,  there  is,  in the background of the show—literally  in the 
background, since it is often on a television screen playing unwatched 









































































































Soprano’s America, Glen O. Gabbard’s The Psychology of The Sopranos, 
12 The Sopranos in the Marketplace
and Regina Barreca’s anthology, A Sitdown with the Sopranos, all take 
pains on their front covers to issue the disclaimer that their book “was 
not prepared,  licensed, approved, or endorsed by any entity  involved 
in  creating  or  producing  The Sopranos  television  series.”  No  doubt 






















notes that Open Court Publishing, the publisher of The Sopranos and 
Philosophy: I Kill, Therefore I Am, has hit it quite big with its Popular 
Culture  and  Philosophy  series,  whose  The Simpsons and Philosophy: 
The D’Oh of Homer has sold more than 200,000 copies and whose The 






































15 Cable and the Economics 
of Eperimentation























































  HBO  may  try  to  offer  its  products  as  alternatives  to  the  supposed 




































  Interestingly,  in any number of  interviews, HBO and Time Warner 
executives declare that  the direct financial  impact of shows  like  The 



































































































sidiaries  to cross-promote one another’s products  (so that  the HBO/
TNT connection might have been insisted on in ways that gave to the 
latter some of the quality aura of the former). In the case of A&E, there 













that expurgated version,  jokingly referred to as Sopranos-lite.  In  this 
respect, it is also worth noting, as Star-Ledger reporter Alan Sepinwall 
points out,  that “most  ‘Sopranos’ episodes run 50–60 minutes, while 

























had  lost  its way by becoming so navel-gazing,  it was as common for 
critics and media analysts to argue that Hollywood self-reflection and 
self-scrutiny  were perhaps more defining of HBO’s  content  than  the 





actually had a  longer  lineage at HBO and a stronger  role  in defining 
the channel than did The Sopranos; this history started with an earlier 





















































  In this respect, a work like  The Sopranos  is not just a product of a 
culture industry, but an allegory of it. And the uncertain identity of the 





















































mean  an  abandonment  of  a  dream  of  digitalization  of  all  electronic 
































Warner  strategies  are  tested:  Which  ones  enable  successful  conver-
gence? Which ones work best in relative independence while continu-
ing to generate important revenue streams? For instance, although the 






















tioned  difficulty  in  knowing  why  people  subscribe  and  what  they’re 
actually watching on HBO, are traded for individual choices made by the 
viewer to look at this or that program in ways that are readily trackable. 










































2005,  in  fact, Grey  managed  to  tempt  two  award-winning  Sopranos 
writer-producers to the Paramount stable. And, as noted earlier, Grey 





















































































































  Meanwhile,  for NBC  itself,  there were  two opposing options  in  its 
rivalry with HBO, and it went for both simultaneously. On the one hand, 
NBC attacked the very premise that risqué and randy explicitness, such 













Wright’s  tactic  as  mere  ploy  in  a  war against  cable,  NBC  undertook 










an  exclusive  club.”22  However,  the  project  seemed  doomed  from  the 



































home). Beloved classics  like The Ed Sullivan Show  and Bonanza  still 
retain, for some older viewers, the memory of Sunday night rituals of 
communal television consumption. In recent years, HBO had taken to 















uted to The Sopranos or the more staid West Wing, Desperate House-




























































scandal  and  concluded  that  Hillary  was  a  role  model,  since  she  had 
learned how, in their words, to get her own thing going.
  The Clinton parody of  the finale to  The Sopranos  is perhaps quite 
amusing, but it is also quite revealing, and even damning, about present-
day  political  culture:  Politics  can  interest  the  populace  only  when 
































  3  Nico Hines, “The Sopranos Final Episode: Look Away Now,” Times Online, 
accessed  at  http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_enter 
tainment/tv_and_radio/article1916261.ece.
  4  Robert Warshow, “The Gangster as Tragic Hero,” The Immediate Experi-







some  characters  standing—he  replied  (while  clarifying  that  his  answer 















  7  Laura  M.  Holson,  “There  Really  Is  No  Business  Like  Show  Business: 
Michael Ovitz’s Hollywood Is a Dismal Dream Factory,” New York Times, 
Sunday  Business  Section,  November  7,  2004.  Actually,  one  episode  of 














1 Watching The Sopranos






















      In this respect, it is to my mind an open question whether or not the 
slackening of narrative, disruption of plot lines, detour and so on that I 
assume as operative in The Sopranos and as contributing to an ironizing 
effect  in the show are all  to be seen as  intentional—as,  in other words, 
the effect of an overall design on the part of the creators. To put  it an-
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Godfather Part III, The (1990 film), 6
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“In its original run on hbo, The Sopranos mattered, and it matters still,”
Dana Polan asserts early in this analysis of the hit show, in which he sets out 
to clarify the impact and importance of the series in both its cultural and 
media-industry contexts. A renowned film and TV scholar, Polan combines 
a close and extended reading of the show itself—and of select episodes and 
scenes—with broader attention to the social landscape with which it is in 
dialogue. For Polan, The Sopranos is a work of playful irony that complicates 
simplistic attempts to grasp its meanings and values. The show seductively 
beckons the viewer into an amoral universe, hinting at ways to make sense 
of its ethically complicated situations, only to challenge the viewer’s compla-
cent grasp of things. It deftly exploits the interplay between art culture and 
popular culture by mixing elements of art cinema—meandering plots, nar-
rative breaks, and an uncertain progression—with the allure of a soap opera, 
delving into its characters’ sex lives, mob rivalries, and parent–child conflicts.
A show about corrupt figures who parasitically try to squeeze illicit profit 
from the system, The Sopranos itself seems a target of attempts to glom on to 
its fame as a successful TV series: attempts by media executives, marketers, 
critics and writers, and even presidential candidates. “Everyone wants a piece 
of Sopranos action,” says Polan, and he traces the marketing of the series across 
both official and unauthorized media platforms, including cookbooks, games, 
dvds, and the kitschy Sopranos bus tour. Critiquing previous books on The 
Sopranos, Polan suggests that in their quest to find deep meaning, many of the 
authors missed the show’s ironic and comedic side.
“ An engaging and lucid account of the influential cultural status that hbo’s The
Sopranos achieved by allowing diverse artistic and commercial interests to 
profitably converge in the postnetwork era. Dana Polan’s book is distinctive 
in detailing not just how fans and critics animated the series, but also how 
hbo and the producers carefully crafted an epic narrative that would lead to a 
profitable ancillary afterlife. Polan proves that close, careful narrative analysis 
can provide prescient insights about the increasingly sophisticated practices to 
which broader cultural and industrial accounts are blind.”—John ThornTon 
CalDwell, author of Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical 
Practice in Film and Television
Dana Polan is Professor of Cinema Studies at 
the Tisch School of the Arts, New York University.
A production of the Console-ing Passions 
book series edited by Lynn Spigel
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